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News Release

The Kansas Learning Center for Health hosting a
Community Launch on October 25, 2016

Halstead, KS - The Kansas Learning Center for Health (KLCH) is pleased to announce
it will be hosting a Community Launch on Tuesday, October 25th from 6:00 – 7:00 pm.
Come join our “adventurers” Blaze and Roxi on a Walking Tour of our Exhibit Hall using
one of KLCH’s iPads or your own smart device! The event is free and open to all ages!
There will be a special recognition at 6:30pm of the “Adventure Naming” recipients
from Halstead Middle School: Jarrett Vanhorn and Breanna Parsons.
At the Community Launch, visitors will take part in this walking tour using a “smart”
device. A touch pad icon map of the exhibits allows visitors to begin their tour at any of
the exhibits in the hall. With the touch of their fingertip, visitors will be linked to ageappropriate information to enrich each of the exhibits. Guests can take part in an
interactive quiz while hunting for answers on the exhibit itself and/or informational
posters surrounding the exhibits. Each visitor will determine their own starting place
within this self-paced tour.
The main goal of the walking tour is to increase the amount of health information found
at each exhibit, giving the visitor a more comprehensive museum experience in a
current, technologically savvy format.
Join us for this fun, adventurous learning experience! Plus, Blaze and Roxi will be
available to take “selfies.”
KLCH is a non-profit organization that was founded in 1965. The KLCH also offers
outreach programs where KLCH instructors provide curriculum-enhancing information
that is both educational and entertaining. It is our mission, “To be a premier regional
resource for quality health education.” For more information, visit
www.learningcenter.org or call the KLCH at 316-835-2662.
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